PUPi Management Program
PUPi management caters for puppies once they are fully vaccinated, juvenile dogs up to twelve
months of age and older smaller breeds of dogs. The course teaches basic commands and provides
an opportunity to practise these in a fully enclosed area with other dogs.

Course outline
Lesson 1
Introduction, gaining the dogs attention, sit and come, walking on a lead, handling exercies,
socialisation, problem behaviours (mouthing, jumping)
Lesson 2
Recap on week one, sit from front and side, turning left and right, sit and stay, stop pulling on a lead,
socialisation, problem behaviours (chewing and digging).
Lesson 3
Recap on week two, sit at a distance, stay when standing, send to a location, socialisation preventing
dominance
Lesson 4
Stay at a distance, handling exercises, walking a dog on the right side, drop, socialisation, preventing
separation anxiety, revision of all exercises, a discussion of any problems at home and presentation
of certificates.

Location of PUPi Venues
Venue

Day/Time

Belmont

Sunday

Canning Vale/Banjup

Tuesday 7.30 pm
Saturday 8.30 am
Sunday
8.00am
Sunday 10.30 am

East Fremantle
Wattle Grove

5.00 pm

Venue

Day/Time

Floreat

Sunday

Lark Hill
Inglewood
Joondalup

Saturday 8.30 am
Sunday 10.00 am
Sunday 4.30 pm

2.45 pm

Conditions of Training
1.

Proof of current vaccination MUST be produced prior to entering the first class

2.

No bitches in season are to participate in training or to be brought to the ground.

3.

Handlers must wear suitable footwear (e.g. sneakers), and a hat is recommended on warm
days

4.

Young children if attending the classes, as spectators, must be supervised by another
adult.

5.

It is recommended that handlers have a one-metre cotton, nylon or leather leash and a
adjustable collar (where appropriate head collars or slip collars may be used)

6.

The handler must provide a bowl and water, and it is recommended that the dog should not
be fed within two hours of the start of a lesson. Dogs should be kept away from other dogs
that are drinking

7.

The class co-ordinator reserves the right to refuse entry into the class any dog with a
behavioural or medical problem that would restrict its participation in the class or handler
who is unable to comply with the conditions of training, or presents a risk to themselves or
others

8.

The handler must pick up any dog droppings and provide an appropriate bag for this
purpose

9.

Training will take place wet or fine, unless advised by the Instructor.

10.

It is acknowledged that attendance at a training class, may involve risk to the
handler their dog or others who may also attend. It is the responsibility of the
handler to control their dogs when near other dogs before and after class.

11.

Payment must be made in full (cash or cheque) on the first day of training.

12.

To assist with administrative matters please arrive 10 minutes before the class starting time
on the first day of training.

